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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
1. What was going well in your sector pre-COVID-19? Conversely, what were the challenges?
There was established strength in community pre-COVID-19; overall engagement was up;
Addressing health disparities was gaining momentum and took a step back post-COVID-19
Cultural/arts events (as a means to connect) were predominantly shut down post-COVID
family engagement (from an educational perspective) shifted to digital and in some ways was an added asset to curricula. Challenges in education included
determining the best ways to infuse equity; How do we increase student involvement and access/enrollment in services? We must continue to meet nutrition
requirements even in a remote environment
• COVID forced a shift/challenge in forming and maintaining societal ‘connections’. We need to reestablish and rebuild these connections.
•
•
•
•

2. What are the inequities in your sector?
•
•
•
•
•

Labor shortage (especially in the skilled labor sectors); need for apprenticeship and mentoring programs
access to mental health services were curtailed by COVID especially in distressed neighborhoods;
Existing food insecurity was exacerbated;
assistance to those undocumented must continue and increase;
access to mental health services and nutrition must be prioritized for vulnerable populations
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
3. How has your sector changed because of COVID-19, and what is its current state?
• Enrollment in services has come down and is below normal/pre-COVID levels (stats from Neenah?)
• need to offer different services/options and novel ways to engage those who have lost connections with assistance
• need to reengage/connect with a blended in-person/remote approach
• The need to ‘go remote’ did foster positive innovation - we need to continue to strengthen and improve access to technology and partnerships.
• How can we pool resources to achieve better efficiencies?
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
4. What support or opportunity is needed for inclusive and equitable recovery in your sector?
• Staff shortage – more training/development
• Programs needed to attract and retain talent;
• An economic divide present and was widened by COVID (i.e. inequity in certain fields including compensation, training, advancement etc.);
• Ability to pay competitive salaries is key;
• Access to reliable childcare is vital to the workforce;
• More employee support is needed especially relating to emotional support, substance abuse counseling and professional training;
• It is vital to enable connection to resources;
• We need to create and/or increase positions to address trauma (via outreach)

5. Are there any final thoughts for this session?
•
•
•
•
•

What are the tangible financial actions needed?
Workforce development/training programs;
Professional development opportunities;
Create new full-time positions/staff increases especially for social outreach;
Funds to pay for employee licenses, training, fees, etc.
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
1. What was going well in your sector pre-COVID-19? Conversely, what were the challenges?
•

Transportation:
•
Parking Authority:
•
Parking garages were filled at 115-125% capacity based on sales
•
Steady increase in in daytime users
•
Increase in the amount of event revenue (Times Union Center, Albany Capital Center)
•
Focus centered around street scaping and walkability (connect garages with ongoing community development)
•
Partnered with CDTA to expand transportation options:
•
Trolleys, Bike share, lighting, murals & greenspace
•
Airport Authority:
•
Travel was going well

•

Housing:
•
Albany Housing Authority
•
Ramped up wrap around programming for residents
•
Training Programs
•
Summer Camps
•
Skills & drills
•
Food Programming
Land Conservation & Park Support:
•
Albany Housing Authority
•
Ramped up wrap around programming for residents
•
Training Programs
•
Summer Camps
•
Skills & drills
•
Food Programming

•
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
2.

What are the inequities in your sector?
Transportation:
•
Pedestrian access
•
Adequate lighting in urban neighborhoods
•
Access to greenspace
•
Rural areas are more difficult to service
•
Real Estate Development:
•
Real Estate budgets have financial gap for rehabbing residential units in underserved communities

•
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
3. How has your sector changed because of COVID-19, and what is its current state?
•

Transportation:
• Parking Authority:
• Monthly garage use fell by approximately 25%
• Event revenue fell to 0%
• $2 million per year loss (gross)
• Current hiring/wage freeze
• Limited community projects due to budgetary constraints
•

Airport Authority:
• Currently back at 60% of Pre-COVID levels
• Expectation is that travel will not reach pre-COVID (2019) levels until 2022
• Challenges moving forward: Testing, CDC guidelines

•

CDTA:
• Ridership is down 60% (Approx. $6 million)
• Liquid deposits up by $1b
Banking:
• Interest rates are at historic lows
• Liquid deposits up by $1billion
• Loan demand is low, compared to pre-pandemic levels
• Non-branch staff will be out of office until at least end of summer
• Onsite staff will be reduced permanently

•

•

Housing:
• Over $2 million in rent revenue lost
• Installed 4 wifi hotspots throughout properties
• In partnership w/ NYS, two sites for distanced learning were opened
• Capital South Campus Center
• Ezra Apprentice Homes
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
1. What was going well in your sector pre-COVID-19? Conversely, what were the challenges?
Challenges:
• Workforce development challenges exist in finding quality people that want to work in health care
•
Need for clinical nursing staff locally (and nationwide); entry-level employment and increased diversity; Need to provide staff training, specialists for
mental health and health professionals that speak multiple languages
•
Health disparity among communities of color and low-income communities that was exacerbated by COVID-19
•
Decreased ability of grassroots organizations to be physically present in community during COVID; challenges exist to engaging with community virtually
•
Need for additional mental health programs
•
Need to eliminate disparities within the healthcare system and better understand root causes of systemic racism
•
Need to increase trust with Department of Public Health to ensure better roll-out of testing, vaccines and health education
•
Municipal funding challenge created by COVID-19 due to reduced tax collection
•
Lack of engagement by people without resources, particularly for emotional and mental health services, food insecurity and clothing
•
Pandemic shifted local focus and resources (example given was gun violence efforts pre-COVID)
Strengths:
•
Introduction of new technology has allowed for new ways of delivering services efficiently and remotely, which has provided greater comfort from consumers
and in some cases made it more accessible to the public
•
Increased partnerships and collaboration among government and grassroots efforts to pool funding and resources, highlighted shift in focus from treatment
to prevention
•
Opportunity for non-traditional players to invest in public health and increased awareness of public health issues
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
2. What are the inequities in your sector?
•
•

•
•
•

Covid-19 exacerbated economic inequalities (Commenter noted that City has unexpectedly strong collections; programs to assist those who had
payment issues);
Concept of access as an inequity was a major theme of the Working Group– transportation, wealth, broadband, resources
•
Access to affordable and reliable broadband for tele-health and tele-education
•
Access to pharmacies in communities of color
•
Food access and lack of transportation to get to food distribution
•
Lack of translated materials and translation services, particularly for Spanish speaking families that were seeking social services or needed
insurance assistance
Built environment was inequitable prior to COVID-19 and those inequities have been exacerbated by COVID-19. Examples given were parks/open
spaces, quality housing and sidewalks
Traditional safe havens such as churches were shut-down during COVID, creating inequities in traditional forms of social services
Inequities became apparent in who was and was not permitted to work remotely. Point also made about changes in the work/life balance caused by
COVID
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
3. How has your sector changed because of COVID-19, and what is its current state?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government was forced to pilot and introduce new technologies that resulted in enhanced efficiency for service delivery (both City and County)
•
Has enabled government to do a more comprehensive review of staffing and training needs
Capital District Latinos was not able to have people in-person services; void created by pivoting to remote services due to broadband access
Health care industry was able to show its flexibility to deliver care during pandemic and continue to reach populations that were not able to access
healthcare
From a racial disparity perspective, a disconnect to services was identified because of a lack of access to information and services; difficult to get resources
to communities in need due to bureaucracy
Increased general public interest in public health; increased investment
Reactions to racial injustice during COVID showed a need for increased health services as well as a heightened sensitivity to racial justice
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
4. What support or opportunity is needed for inclusive and equitable recovery in your sector?
•
•
•
•
•

Need identified for people in decision making roles to consider and understand the level of government distrust on the ground and difficulties faced in
reaching communities about health issues
Enhanced transportation to health facilities, increased dissemination of information about health and increased translation services for public health
services
Increased trust in health care is needed
Example given: County partnered with Whitney Young to provide testing and vaccination services directly to underserved neighborhoods
Need for new public/private partnerships to grow out workforce development in the healthcare sector. Point made that not all healthcare jobs are medical
– needs run the gamut from doctors and nurses to IT people and administrative

5. Are there any final thoughts for this session?
•

Questions were asked about next steps
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Needs Assessment – Small Business
Key Discussion Points | Working Group May 25, 2021
1. What was going well in your sector pre-COVID-19? Conversely, what were the challenges?
What was going well:
• Continue conversions/rehab of older buildings
• Downtown events were previously moving forward
• Able to attract retail tenants pre-covid
• B2B was increasing
• Covid effectively placed a hold on momentum
• Shift in the concept of the “right way” to do business, establish location (co-working spaces, etc.)
• Challenge: Access to capital and qualified diverse talent
• Many new businesses were starting, including MWBE push by NYS  took a hit with NYS shutdown, esp. those that relied heavily on state contracts (projecting 2022)
• Challenge: restaurant workforce, pre-covid
• Businesses that were “missed,” i.e. PPP (Schedule C/didn’t show profit); EIDL (deadline for establishment);
• Restaurant program ($ mostly available to minority groups)
• Access to opportunities for entrepreneurs (i.e. brick and mortar location; unable to go all-in financially)
• New NYS program req’d 2019 profit for eligibility
• Access to financial capital – future and existing entrepreneurs unprepared/unaware of what is required to access
• Financial industry accessibility – need to improve outreach/relationships
• Diversity, equity, and inclusion conversations were increasing pre-covid
• Previously organizing/mobilizing/engaging the black business community
Challenges:
• affordable solutions to est. in a community; socioeconomic market conditions in particular locations can be challenging/limiting; overall impedes progress of a strong black
business community
• Immigrant owned businesses were left behind; less likely to apply for gov’t programs (linguistic barriers, fear of gov’t retaliation/deportation/inquiry)
• Broadened class/business divide (i.e. professional services; more successful businesses had access to services to succeed; others on the margins really did not)
• Technology/Broadband access – e-commerce transition (+ lack of website, etc.)
• Small business owners – administrative costs associated with success/access to programs (i.e. PPP) – owners were grappling with the day-to-day, much less program
access/utilization
• language barrier*
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Needs Assessment – Small Business
Key Discussion Points | Working Group May 25, 2021
2. What are the inequities in your sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have resources in the community, but not always accessible/marketed in a concerted effort
More partnership to support/disseminate information about each other’s organizations
Understanding how each culture receives their information/community trust component for dissemination
Small businesses don’t have capacity to enhance/seek resources
Support for establishment, but lack of support for long-term guidance/mentorship/cultivating professional relationships
Working on your business vs. in your business (as above – capacity)
“Backyard” of NYC – Albany disadvantaged/perception is that we are small/improve entirety of Albany equitably by fixing communities most in need
first

3. How has your sector changed because of COVID-19, and what is its current state?
•
•
•
•

More knowledge of the existing resources to help grow business in the small business community (both improving for opportunities moving forward)
Businesses opening last (i.e. hotels, etc.) typically employ the underserved/disadvantaged population
Office space market – was soft pre-covid, but now losing downtown presence for those that were here
Economic impact of remote/hybrid work is significant on our small businesses, esp. mixed-use corridors
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
4. What support or opportunity is needed for inclusive and equitable recovery in your sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equitable neighborhood improvement (i.e. as above) as well as gateway improvements, esp. in the most challenged neighborhoods
Streetscape improvements help drive small business growth
How do we make it affordable for people to come back to the office/set up retail
Establish a more formal economic development collaborative in Albany to strengthen partnership, educate each other about programs, and pursue common
goal(s) (i.e. programming)
Small Enterprise Economic Development (SBDC) – access to capital; lent out over $2.1 m; tools/information to sustain and grow businesses  40%
participants are minorities; 50% are women
Webinar delivery (SBDC)
BID pre-covid was looking to create free retail space, provide mentorship; offer space to test whether brick and mortar was right for these businesses 
program still ready to go
SBDC – Inclusivity Project – black businesses and entrepreneurs/growth
Commercial kitchen for food manufacturers (typically takes 2 to 3 years to grow from home to commercial production)  bring this opportunity to an urban
environment
Capitalize Albany programming – structures of the grant programs serve as foundation for additional programming
Demonstrate to the City in real time – success stories, collaborations, take back our streets via economic activity
Capital Region Chamber covid challenges surveys
Bring back SEAP
Training with ecommerce, marketing/tech
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
5. Are there any final thoughts for this session?
•
•
•
•

What are the market gaps in Albany? i.e. media/games/entertainment  where do people spend their disposable income?
How do you keep people after 5 PM?
Commercial tenants still behind in rent – assessment challenges, etc.
Biggest financial needs – flexible funding/proposal-based
•
Unrestricted capital to make decisions based on what is right for their business
•
Retail store example: pivoted to e-commerce, but doesn’t have fulfillment center and need the space – most program funding can’t
be used for this type of thing, or marketing
•
i.e. like charitable giving being allocated towards specific programming, but no admin costs for delivery
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
1. What was going well in your sector pre-COVID-19? Conversely, what were the challenges?
• Hotel industry – 2019 was the largest year – since COVID the success has been almost cut in half
• Lobbying efforts ongoing
• Conferences and other travel events in Albany county aren’t projected to recover until 2023
• Public transportation has proven to be a challenge for the hotel industry
• APA had its best year prior to COVID – looked to increase walkability and connectivity of downtown (trolleys?) – “First Night” resurgence opportunity?
• APA saw a decline of 60% in meter revenue
• Event revenue essentially went to zero
• Wayfinding is still a priority but has had a setback!
• Focus on keeping folks in the city instead of sending them out
• Performing arts, revenue down 25% - work for these folks has dried up
• Pre COVID there was a good sense of growth – examined social equity options within sector – reforming identity – looking at what can the organization can
provide to the community
• Albany Institute 2019 was their best year
• huge success with Schuyler Sisters exhibition – partnership and collaboration helped make this successful all around
• currently open 40%-50%
• Uncertainty of payroll, revenue
• Community pride is an important aspect of recovery – advertise opportunities for workforce development/events/ programs for all
• TU center offered using video boards out front to highlight city events or orgs (provide exposure)
• Uncertainty on when and how they can plan events of every size – marketing and connecting dots within the city between all industries
• Palace Theater was previously working on a security training program prior to the pandemic
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
2. What are the inequities in your sector?
•

•

•

The inherent nature of parking can help fuel inequity
•
lighting of parking locations downtown prove we cater to visitors more than residents
•
safety issues
•
walkable neighborhoods will help promote with interconnected neighborhood
Museums/cultural attractions
•
being on a bus line is important
•
encourage folks to use public transportation
•
admission charges (try to offer free activities as often as possible ex: 500-800 people) reduced admission
•
need to reach youth, students
Political leaders are still hesitant to use large arenas which fuels uncertainty from public
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
3. How has your sector changed because of COVID-19, and what is its current state?
•
•

•
•
•

Highlighted the need for more systemic social justice issues addressed within organizations
Going digital – livestreaming events
•
it is costly but worth investing in to be competitive as possible
•
Moving materials online, lectures, pieces, potentially earn more on virtual events with suggested donations
•
deliver to a greater audience
Upheaval of operating procedures
There is a mix of WFH model/co-working space utilization
Per Albany parking authority: have had to examine hybrid (rates can be monthly/weekly/daily/integrate with ticket sales)
•
how they can assist other entities and reinvest $ in the community with their “ecosystem viewpoint”
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
4. What support or opportunity is needed for inclusive and equitable recovery in your sector?
increased connectivity between the arts and schools/youth services – can orgs provide staff support to schools? Resources to advocate for arts in schools
•
Busing/tutoring /mental health support
Get back to normalcy and recover from utilizing safety net, can we survive another dip? Need events coming back – sponsoring options
Palace marquee is not working (highlights infrastructure needs)
Marketing
•
Highlight important and attractive points about our city in a uniform way
•
Central portal to highlight all resources and orgs in the city – bring the market together – “who we are” - updated lists on openings/closures

•
•
•
•
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Needs Assessment
Key Discussion Points | Working Groups May 24‐25, 2021
5. Are there any final thoughts for this session?
•
•

•

Albany Parking Authority and the convention center offered to assist with researching existing successful projects and programs
Hotels are all exceptionally challenged
•
one in downtown has not fully opened yet
•
they have been left out of federal $
•
challenging their property assessments
Impacts of lost convention(s) $ are lasting
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